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The Smart Traffic Lights solution is built on our proprietary ithena(    ) Analytics and AI platform. It uses

artificial intelligence and persona-based applications to uncover value from edge events, structured
enterprise content, and complex third party content.

  
ithena(    ) platform provides for Scalability & Performance, User Experience & Flexibility for the

transformation of Smart Cities and Campuses.
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FEATURES

Traffic Adaptive Response Plan 
Adjusts the cycle

time of each plan as demanded by the
traffic without the intervention of people

 

Vehicle Detector
ithena's vision AI object detection models
detect vehicles and calculates congestion,
traffic flow etc. for better system controls

Journey Time Monitoring
Track a vehicle

across 10-15 intersections to witness the
performance of the modifications

executed by the engineer

Industrial Grade Equipment 
Anti-corrosive & robust equipment having
UV-stable pc material with optical swivel

system and a tool-free design

VIP Routing
VIP people get a right of way at intersections to

prevent unsafe stoppages and create short
transit times

 

Emergency Plan
To force intersections to go

green in advance of emergency
vehicles making it mandatory in

saving lives

Visit us at: www.ithena.ai

Smart Signalling
Our self-learning and programmable

signalling improves traffic outcomes and
adapts to changing traffic density patterns

Retrofit Design
Standards based design to 

 enhance existing 
 infrastructure

Scalable Traffic Controller
 AI/ML based control algorithms are
used to make smarter traffic control

decisions in a large network

Safety 
Measures

Smart Sensors

ithena

Edge communication
State-of-the-Art communication

protocols based on message broker
device connectivity enabling

seamless device inter-connectivity.

IOT gateway
Data acquisition engine collects
data from plethora of distinct

sources and seamlessly integrates
with our ingestion platform.

ML/AI based workflows
ML/AI based workflow serves as a

decision support and decision
automation system for various

personas via actionable insights.
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